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The Library of the LBUS :

- participated in the "Europeana Libraries" (2011-2012) project,
- is a member of the professional network "The European Library“

- participate in the new major project "Europeana Cloud" (2013-2015)



http://pro.europeana.eu/web/europeana-cloud/home



- the LBUS Library in partnership with 

Brukenthal Museum Library;

- the first of two digital collections of historical value consisting of the oldest 
calendars Saxon from Sibiu:

"Neu und Alt Siebenbürgischer Provinzialkalender " (1797-1891)

and

" Siebenbürger Bote " 1841 (nr.1-49-102)



The digital collections 
in the local repository:

Europeana Cloud

and

Europeana Libraries



The first calendar, 1797



The aim of this paper is to deal about a digitized calendar from the Brukenthal
Library collection, a calendar wich was printed continuously for almost a century 
in Sibiu.

Despite the fact that it was written in German, the periodical was published both 
for the German minority, and for the Romanians, which represented the main 
population in Sibiu.

The editors were Transylvanian Germans – three generations of the same family, 
Barth , as well as von Closius , the son in law of the last Barth family member –, 
but they were specialists in publishing Romanian books. 

For this reason, there were able to offer informations which were regarded as 
being useful either for the native and for the non-native German speakers, 
namely Romanians. 



Pages from a calendar



1820 calendar – bibliographic description



Neu und Alter Siebenbürgischer Provinzial-Kalender, 1822 ->



Neu und Alter Siebenbürgischer Provinzial-Kalender - 1851



Siebenbürgischer Provinzial-Kalender - 1890



The above mentioned situation represents only one aspect of the problem:
that of a provincial multicultural society .

The other aspect, that of a Central European multicultural society, is represented by the
content of the calendar itself. In this respect, in Neu und Alt Siebenbürgischer
Provinzialkalender one can find information not only from Transilvania – in other words, from aProvinzialkalender one can find information not only from Transilvania – in other words, from a
province –, but also from the capital, Vienna, as well as from different parts of the former
Habsburg Empire – generally known, in German, as die Donau Dynastie (’The Danube
Dynasty’) – and, beginning with 1867, the year of a major political shift in the Central Europe,
from Austro–Hungary.



1859



Pages with ads



Covers colours
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